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VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL
(12Vdc) Ice Maker - Door

outside 
        

   

Product price:  

1.155,11 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL (12Vdc) Ice Maker - Door outside 

VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL (12Vdc) Ice Maker:

Continuing the tradition of quality with a stainless steel casing, adding an elegant touch to any
environment.
This VITRIFRIGO IM CL utilizes a mechanical ice production system, ensuring reliable and easy-
to-use performance.
Available in two variants, the HYDRO version is ideal for direct water connection on boats,
while the REFILL version offers the flexibility to use mineral water thanks to its internal water
tank.

The technical specifications of the VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL product include a total capacity of
24 liters and a net weight of 26 kg.
Effectively powered by 12Vdc with a nominal consumption of 180W,
this VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL offers compact dimensions of 387 mm width, 641 mm height,
and 370 mm depth,
allowing for versatile installation in any space. Capable of producing up to 4 kg of ice every 24
hours,
it ensures a continuous supply for cooling needs.

The innovative design of this product includes various practical features,
such as Inside and Outside doors with nautical or pin closures for increased safety and ease of
use.
The dual-function thermostat ensures uniform ice production and maintenance at the optimal
temperature.
Thanks to its versatility and reliable performance, VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL
is the ideal choice for boat and caravan enthusiasts, always providing fresh ice ready for use in
every adventure.
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Technical Specifications VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL DOOR OUTSIDE:

Power Supply: 12 Vdc
Nominal Consumption: 180 W
Ice Production Kg/24h: up to 4
Total Width: 387 mm
Total Depth: 370 mm
Total Height: 641 mm
Net Weight: 26 Kg

Equipped with a stern door for safe and organized storage, the VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL offers
the convenience
of keeping your provisions well preserved during your travels or outdoor activities. With the
VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL,
you can rely on a reliable and practical solution to keep your food and beverages fresh wherever
you go.

Enjoy the comfort and versatility offered by the VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL, a reliable companion
that makes your adventures
even more refreshing and worry-free. With the VITRIFRIGO IM CL REFILL, you always have the
freshness you need at hand,
whether you're on the go or enjoying outdoor activities.

Looking for a product with different technical characteristics? HERE you can find the full range of
VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

For more technical information, please refer to the attached datasheet.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 435
Width (mm): 416
Height (mm): 702
Dry weight (Kg): 26
Feed Type: 12 Vdc
Product type: Ice maker
Ice production (Kg/24h): 4
Total capacity liters: 24
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